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Magnetic Filters

Metal is widely used in the food and pharma-

ceutical industries, however, iron particles are 

in most cases pollution in finished or semi -fin-

ished products. Therefore, many efforts must 

be made to eliminate this pollution as much as 

possible .

Since 1987 , BLS Magnet specializes in the 

development and manufacturing of industrial 

magnetic systems .

Thanks to its experience in this field, BLS Magnet has developed a new 

range of magnetic systems, Mag-Clear, magnetic separators for the 

pharmaceutical and food industries .

Rapid integration into virtually all types of facilities

BLS Magnet’s magnetic separation systems are flexible and can be 

integrated quickly and easily into existing installations. Its engineers 

can advise you in finding the ideal solution to your deferrization need.

There are several basic principles for iron removal systems, each with 

its specific properties for specific processes and / or products. Stan-

dard systems are available to remove metal particles of raw materials 

during the various stages of transport and treatment prior to final in-

spection. The combination of different magnetic separation systems 

placed at different locations often provides a better result for capturing 

ferrous particles. These systems not only prevent the infiltration of 

metal pollution in the product but also protect your installations. The 

range of standardized products is available for solid and liquid prod-

uct flows. By default, all systems are designed for temperatures up 

to 80°C. Upon request, systems are suitable for temperatures up to 

150°C are available.

Quality

Considering the existing Health and Safety regulations in application 

in the food and pharmaceutical industries, these systems are all made 

of high quality stainless steel with high end Neodymium magnets. The 

use of this type of very powerful magnets makes calibration unnec-

essary for normal use. Apart from the choice of materials, extreme 

care was devoted to the manufacturing of the systems. All welds were 

therefore perfectly sealed and the surfaces that may come into contact 

with the product were polished electrolytically .

This range of magnetic systems not only meets European standards 

but also worldwide standards such as HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical 

Control Point) method.

All  systems listed  in  this  catalogue are  suitable for  use in explo-

sion zone 22: CE   II 3D, T 80°C. In many instances the systems  can,   

subsequent to consultation with BLS Magnet, be used in other zones.

separation systeMs
Mag-clear®
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plate Magnets
Plate magnets are used to remove iron from product flows 

on conveyor belts, vibratory feeders, during free fall, in ver-

tical or inclined pipes, under slide plates, etc. This type of 

plate magnet includes a Neodymium magnet system of an 

optimum power, and designed such that the unit offers an 

extra strong and deep-reach magnetic field. The magnet 

system is brought in as close as possible contact with the 

raw material. The system can achieve an extremely high 

efficiency, depending on the product, the particle size and 

the conveying velocity.

The standard product range encompasses models of a va-

riety of lengths. Virtually every required length can be sup-

plied by special order. The unit is cleaned by hand; manual-

ly-operated or pneumatically-operated cleaning drawers are 

available as an optional extra.

SPECIFICATIONS

Features: manual cleaning

permanent magnet 

waterproof

Casing: stainless steel grade 316L

rear plate equipped with 
threaded holes

Surface treatment: electrolytic polishing

grid Magnet
Grid magnet RV/VI

Permanent grid magnets fitted in hoppers or pipes can be 

used for the removal of iron particles from  raw-material 

flows.  These grid magnets are comprised of powerful mag-

netic bars which guarantee the thorough removal of  iron 

particles from  products passing through the grid in free fall. 

The iron particles are captured by the filter bars. The grid 

mag- nets are cleaned by removing them from the product 

flow  and then manually removing the  iron  particles. Grid  

magnets are  usually employed  in free-flowing products 

contaminated with small amounts of iron. In many situa-

tions a number of grid magnets are installed above each 

other; to this end two different versions are available in 

which the magnetic bars are positioned out of line with each 

other. This “staggered configuration” improves the contact 

bet- ween the product and the magnetic bars. The sophisti-

cated magnet configuration guarantees an extremely pow-

erful and intense magnetic field. The design is based on an 

optimum combination of a field which is as powerful as pos-

sible at the surface with a working depth which is as deep 

as possible.

Grid magnet Easy Clean RVEC/VI

Grid magnets can also be supplied in a special easy-clean 

ver- sion. This type of grid is fitted with what is referred 

to as an extractor. This stainless-steel  sleeve renders the 

grid magnets extremely easy to clean. Sliding the magnetic 

part from the extractor releases  iron particles which were 

captured by the magnet; the entire unit can then readily be 

cleaned or rinsed clean. The extractor sleeves are open at 

both ends, thereby preventing product from being trapped 

in the system, and in turn precluding the risk of microbial 

growth.

A handy HDPE strip simplifies the replacement of the mag-

netic part in the extractor.

SPECIFICATIONS

Features: easy manual cleaning
permanent magnet
waterproof

Material: stainless steel grade 316L

Diameter of magnetic 
bars:

25 mm

Diameter of extractor 
sleeves: 

28 mm

The magnetic bars are positioned at a centre-to-cen-
tre distance of 50 mm

The magnetic rods are recessed in the end strips

Surface treatment: electrolytic polishing
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Magbox housing
The MAGBOX is a complete iron-separation unit for installa-

tion in pipes. This unit can readily and rapidly be installed in 

existing pipes. The standard types of MAGBOX housing are 

supplied without grid magnets. The housing can be equipped 

with one or two grid magnets, as required,  whereby use can 

be made of the standard RV/VI grid magnets of the easy-

clean RVEC/VI grid magnets (please refer to page 7). The 

product falls freely through the system; iron particles in the 

product are captured by the grid magnets.

The front of the MAGBOX is equipped with a removable swin- 

ging door, which is secured by two quick fasteners with re-

lease button.  Once the cover has been opened the grids 

can be removed for  cleaning. MAGBOX magnet systems 

are often used  as   the   last   check  in   the   production   

process, for example shortly before the finished product is 

packaged. One of the major benefits of the MAGBOX is its 

low overall height.

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall height: 190mm

Material: stainless steel grade 316L

The cover is fitted with a silicone seal

A handle is fitted to the cover

The rear of the housing is equipped with an earthing 
clamp

Surface treatment: electrolytic polishing

seMi-autoMatic Magbox
A semi-automatic version which is also available is even easi-

er to clean. The cleaning procedure is as follows. The product 

flow is interrupted. The quick-action clamps are released, and 

the magnet system together with  the stainless-steel jackets 

are slid out of the housing. Once the entire magnet unit has 

been slid from the housing the magnetic part is slid out of the 

extractor; the iron particles which are then released from the 

sleeves will fall down outside the housing.

The iron particles can then be collected separately.

 

All the standard MAGBOX systems are fitted with pre-drilled 

square flanges. BLS Magnet has a large range of stan- dard 

adapter pieces which can be used to integrate the sepa- rators 

in all sizes of existing pipes [please refer to page 16]. Since 

there are no dead ends or areas in the system, and all joints are 

welded, the units comply with all requirements imposed by the 

food industry. Automatically-cleaning variants and/or  systems 

for  continuous processes  are available on request. The same is 

applicable to rotary grid magnets.

SPECIFICATIONS

Features: simple manual cleaning

Material: stainless steel 316L

Equipped with a dual-layer magnet system

The magnetic bars are positioned at a centre-to-cen-
tre distance of 50 mm.

Equipped with a silicone seal

Handles are fitted to the front and intermediate pan-
els 

The cover is secured by two quick-action clamps with 
release button

The rear of the housing is equipped with an earthing 
clamp

Surface treatment: electrolytic polishing

CE label
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The chute magnet system has been developed for the 

efficient removal of iron particles from raw materials 

which do not flow freely, such as powders, and tacky 

or oily products, and/or scrap. The system is installed 

in  one of  the  pipes used to transport the  raw  mate-

rials during  the  production  process.The unit is located 

in a fully-welded stainless-steel housing which can be 

installed in the pipe in a manner such that it in effect 

constitutes an integral part of the pipe.

To this end use can be made of the adapter pieces illus-

trated on page 13.

chute Magnets

Chute magnets are characterized by the location of the magnet 

poles outside rather than inside the product flow.  Extremely 

powerful  plate  magnets located on  opposite  sides of  the 

housing capture iron particles contaminating the product flow. 

These magnet plates are actually of a strength such that the 

external core is suitable for  use with  a column of  material. 

The standard system is equipped with  two  intermediate pan-

els which swivel together with the magnets. On swivelling the  

magnets further  open  than  the  intermediate panels the sep-

arated iron particles are released  ready for collection. To  pre-

vent  particles captured by  the  magnets from  being released 

into the product flow each intermediate panel is fitted with two 

sloping poles.

The overall height depends on the bore of the housing. Since 

no parts obstruct the product flow  they are ideally suited to 

high-throughput systems. Chute magnets can, in consultation 

with BLS Magnet,  also  be  installed  at  an  angle. The BKM/

VI chute magnet can also be used in pipes used for pneumatic  

transport  at  an  underpressure. Please contact BLS Magnet’  

applications staff  for  information  about maximum transport 

speeds. The BKM-HD/VI chute magnet is available for use in 

pneumatic-transport systems operated at an overpressure. 

More information about this model is given on page 12. Sys-

tems for horizontal pneumatic-transport pipes are available on 

request.

SPéCIFICATIONS

Features: simple manual cleaning

permanent magnet

Material: stainless steel 316L

Fitted with silicone packings

The magnets are secured with 2 x 2 quick-action 
clamps released by pawls

The rear of the housing is equipped with two earthing 
clamps

Handles are fitted to both magnets and intermediate 
panels

Surface treatment: electrolytic polishing

CE label

autoMatic chute Magnets

The BKM-AUT/VI chute magnet is equipped with remote controls 

and a fully-automatic cleaning system. A valve box incorporated 

in  the  system ensures that  the  iron  particles captured by  the  

magnets are discharged outside the housing during the cleaning 

process. This system is suitable for non-continuous processes.

After stopping the material flow  the cleaning cycle can be ac-

tivated by giving a signal to an electric value. The valve box 

rotates and the magnets are moved outwards to remove the 

magnetic field from the housing. The captured iron particles 

are released and discharged via the valve box away from the 

product flow. The housing is fitted with rising poles designed 

to  prevent particles captured by  the  magnets from  being 

released into the product flow.

Continuous-flow systems for continuous  processes are avail-

able on request; these units are designed such that the trans-

port and separation processes  can continue without  interrup-

tion during the cleaning cycle.

SPéCIFICATIONS

Features: automatic cleaning

permanent magnet

Material: stainless steel 316L

Inclusive of pneumatically-operated 2-way valve box 
fitted with silicone seals

The plate magnets are moved using sliding sleeves on 
slide rods

The repositioning of the magnet blocks is uniform

Operation of the valve box by means of a rotating 
cylinder

Inclusive of the compressed-air set 

Local/remote functions, pushbutton in the control 
cabinet 

Pressure: 6 bar

Remote control by means of an electrically-operated 
valve; input signal 24 VDC

In the event the air pressure falls away the magnets 
remain against the housing

Surface treatment: electrolytic polishing

CE label
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Magnet systems of the BKM-HD/VI type have been devel-

oped especially for use in pneumatic-transport systems op-

erated at an overpressure. The standard unit is available in 

two dimensions, i.e. a housing 150 mm square and a hous-

ing 200 mm square. The system is supplied with a separate 

receiving tray which must be slid into the opening at the 

base of the housing when cleaning the unit.  This opening is 

hermetically sealed during the production process.

high pressure chute 
Magnets

adapter

BLS Magnet’s standard separation systems for the food and 

pharmaceutical industries are fitted  with  flat  pre-drilled square 

connection flanges. A wide range of standard adapter pieces are 

available for  the  integration  of  these systems in  an existing 

pipe. One end of these adapter pipes is fitted with a pre-drilled 

square flange mating with  the flange on the magnet system. 

The other end is fitted with a flat connection flange with  a  hole  

pattern  in  accordance with  DIN2576. Non-standard adapter 

pipes are available on request.

The magnetic liquid filters illustrated on page 15 are fitted with 

connection flanges in accordance with DIN2575 ND10 NW80. 

Adapter pipes for these units can be supplied on request.

SPECIFICATIONS

Features: simple manual cleaning

permanent magnet

Material: stainless steel 316L

2 plate magnets

The magnets are secured with 2 x 2 quick-action 
clamps released by pawls

The rear of the housing is equipped with two earthing 
clamps

Max overpressure 2 bar

Surface treatment: electrolytic polishing

CE label
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Magnetic Filter bars

Magnetic filter bars can be installed at every required location 

in systems used to transport solid or liquid product. The filter 

bars of the FS/VI model are comprised of an extremely power- 

ful Neodymium magnet system in a watertight stainless-steel 

housing. Blind threaded holes at each end of the unit simplify 

their installation.

Units to be installed as “fingers”  in the pro- duct flow are avail-

able with a tapped hole at one end. Units intended for stand-

alone use can also be supplied without thre- aded holes. The 

sophisticated magnet configuration guarantees an extremely 

powerful and intense magnetic field. The design is based on an 

optimum combination of the retentive force on the surface and 

a working depth which is as deep as possible.

SPECIFICATIONS

Features: manual cleaning

permanent magnet

waterproof

Diameter: 25 mm

Surface treatment: polished

Magnetic Filters

Iron particles can also be present in liquid products. The per- 

manent magnetic filter offers an effective means of removing 

these particles. The magnet system is comprised of Neodymium 

magnets which are fitted in a stainless-steel hou- sing equipped 

with  inlet  and  outlet  ports  for  the  liquid. The magnet system 

can rapidly be removed for cleaning by releasing a number of 

quick-action couplings.

Cleaning is considerably simplified by the extractor principle 

used in  the  design of  the  filters. Once the  magnet  unit has 

been removed from the extractor both components can readily 

rinsed clean.

Viscous liquids  can  be  pumped  through  the  filter  under 

pressure.  The extremely powerful magnetic field is capable of 

filtering particles of a size of 10µ upwards from the liquid. A  

drain-plug  fitted  to  the  base of  the  housing simplifies clean-

ing the filter.

A  model is also available for  iron  separation from  rapidly so-

lidifying fluids (chocolate, molten cheese, etc.). These units are 

equipped with a jacketed housing which can be connected to  a 

hot-water  circuit, thereby reducing temperature losses during 

the iron-separation  process to negligible levels.

SPECIFICATIONS

Features: simple manual cleaning

permanent magnet

Material: stainless steel 316L

Max pressure: 10 bars

Connection 
flanges:

equipped with flinges in accordance 
with DIN2576 ND10 NW80

Surface treat-
ment:

electrolytic polishing

CE label
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Magnetic plates

Art. N° A B Weight Art. N° A B Weight
      

24.070/01 50 30 2,9 kg 24.081/01 512 2x200 17,7 kg
24.071/01 92 50 4,2 kg 24.082/01 554 2x225 19,1 kg
24.072/01 134 75 5,6 kg 24.083/01 596 2x250 20,4 kg
24.073/01 176 100 6,9 kg 24.084/01 638 2x250 21,8 kg
24.074/01 218 100 8,3 kg 24.085/01 680 2x275 13,1 kg
24.075/01 260 150 9,6 kg 24.086/01 722 2x300 24,4 kg
24.076/01 302 200 11,0 kg 24.087/01 764 2x325 25,8 kg
24.077/01 344 250 12,3 kg 24.088/01 806 2x350 27,1 kg
24.078/01 386 250 13,7 kg    
24.079/01 428 300 15,0 kg    
24.080/01 470 350 16,4 kg    
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grid Magnets (rV/Vi) grid Magnets (rVec/Vi)

  X
 
 Y
 

Art. N° A B Bars Weight N°art A B Bars Weight

        
 25.400/01 96 96 1 0,5 kg  25.420/01 96 96 2 0,7 kg
 25.401/01 146 146 2 1,1 kg  25.421/01 146 146 3 1,3 kg
 25.402/01 196 196 3 1,9 kg  25.422/01 196 196 4 2,3 kg
 25.403/01 246 246 4 3,5 kg  25.423/01 246 246 5 4,2 kg
 25.404/01 296 296 5 5,6 kg  25.424/01 296 296 6 6,5 kg
 25.405/01 346 346 6 8,2 kg  25.425/01 346 346 7 9,4 kg
 25.406/01 396 396 7 11,3 kg  25.426/01 396 396 8 12,7 kg
 25.407/01 446 446 8 14,9 kg  25.427/01 446 446 9 16,5 kg
 25.408/01 496 496 9 18,9 kg  25.428/01 496 496 10 20,5 kg
 25.409/01 546 546 10 23,3 kg  25.429/01 546 546 11 26,4 kg
 25.410/01 596 596 11 29,7 kg  25.430/01 596 596 12 32,1 kg
 25.411/01 696 696 13 37,1 kg  25.431/01 696 696 14 40,1 kg
 25.412/01 796 796 15 46,5 kg  25.432/01 796 796 16 49,4 kg

          

  
X

    
Y

  
Art. N° A B Bars Weight Art. N° A B Bars Weight

       
 25.440/01 96 96 1 0,7 kg  25.460/01 96 96 2 0,9 kg
 25.441/01 146 146 2 1,3 kg  25.461/01 146 146 3 1,5 kg
 25.442/01 196 196 3 2,3 kg  25.462/01 196 196 4 2,7 kg
 25.443/01 246 246 4 4,0 kg  25.463/01 246 246 5 4,6 kg
 25.444/01 296 296 5 6,2 kg  25.464/01 296 296 6 7,1 kg
 25.445/01 346 346 6 8,8 kg  25.465/01 346 346 7 9,9 kg
 25.446/01 396 396 7 12,1 kg  25.466/01 396 396 8 13,4 kg
 25.447/01 446 446 8 15,7 kg  25.467/01 446 446 9 17,3 kg
 25.448/01 496 496 9 19,9 kg  25.468/01 496 496 10 21,8 kg
 25.449/01 546 546 10 24,3 kg  25.469/01 546 546 11 26,4 kg
 25.450/01 596 596 11 31,7 kg  25.470/01 596 596 12 34,1 kg
 25.451/01 696 696 13 39,1 kg  25.471/01 696 696 14 42,3 kg
 25.452/01 796 796 15 47,5 kg  25.472/01 796 796 16 50,9 kg
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Magbox casing seMi-autoMatic Magbox

Art. N° A B Weight

   
 25.801 150 230 9 kg
 25.802 200 280 11 kg
 25.803 250 330 12 kg
 25.804 300 380 14 kg
 25.806 400 480 17 kg
 25.808 500 580 20 kg

    

Art. N° A B C D E F Bars Weight

  

 25.811/01 150 230 150 195 669 280 5 33 kg

25.812/01 200 280 200 245 819 330 7 43 kg

25.813/01 250 330 250 295 969 380 9 51 kg

 25.814/01 300 380 300 345 1119 420 11 57 kg

 25.816/01 400 480 400 445 1469 520 15 84 kg

 25.818/01 500 580 500 545 1769 620 19 113 kg
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chute Magnets autoMatic chute Magnets

Art. N° A B C D E F G Weight

      
 26.801/01 150 230 420 370 182 54.5 279  63 kg
 26.802/01 200 280 500 450 232 84.5 389 109 kg
 26.803/01 250 330 600 550 282 104.5 479 272 kg
 26.804/01 300 380 600 550 332 104.5 529 317 kg
 26.806/01 400 480 600 550 432 124.5 669 352 kg
 26.808/01 500 580 700 650 532 124.5 769 354 kg

         

Art. N° A B C D E F G H J Weight

           
 26.831/01 150 230 740 732 295 445 197.5 236 410 100 kg
 26.832/01 200 280 875 1042 350 525 297.5 236 460 163 kg
 26.833/01 250 330 1025 1132 400 625 297.5 236 510 335 kg
 26.834/01 300 380 1095 1182 470 625 297.5 236 560 390 kg
 26.836/01 400 480 1225 1322 600 625 297.5 236 660 427 kg
 26.838/01 500 580 1425 1722 700 725 447.5 236 760 457 kg
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high pressure chute Magnets adapters

Art. N° A B C D E F G Weight

 26.811/01 150 230 570 370 182 54,5 267 73 kg
 26.812/01 200 280 650 450 232 84,5 377 110 kg

Art. N° NW A B C

25.910 150 - 80 150 230 100
25.911 150 - 100 150 230 85
25.912 150 - 125 150 230 65
25.913 150 - 150 150 230 50
25.914 200 - 200 200 280 65
25.915 250 - 250 250 330 75
25.916 300 - 300 300 380 85
25.917 400 - 350 400 480 160
25.918 400 - 400 400 480 135
25.919 500 - 450 500 580 200
25.920 500 - 500 500 580 160
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Joints Magnetic Filter bars

MAGNETIC BARS THREADED MAGNETIC MAGNETIC BARS WITH
WITHOUT THREAD BARS TWO THREADS

Art. N° A Weight Art. N° A Weight Art. N° A Weight

         
  19.520/01 90 0,15 kg   19.540/01 90 0,15 kg   19.560/01 90 0,15 kg
  19.521/01 140 0,25 kg   19.541/01 140 0,25 kg   19.561/01 140 0,25 kg
  19.522/01 190 0,40 kg   19.542/01 190 0,40 kg   19.562/01 190 0,40 kg
  19.523/01 240 0,65 kg   19.543/01 240 0,65 kg   19.563/01 240 0,65 kg
  19.524/01 290 0,90 kg   19.544/01 290 0,90 kg   19.564/01 290 0,90 kg
  19.525/01 340 1,15 kg   19.545/01 340 1,15 kg   19.565/01 340 1,15 kg
  19.526/01 390 1,40 kg   19.546/01 390 1,40 kg   19.566/01 390 1,40 kg
  19.527/01 440 1,65 kg   19.547/01 440 1,65 kg   19.567/01 440 1,65 kg
  19.528/01 490 1,90 kg   19.548/01 490 1,90 kg   19.568/01 490 1,90 kg
  19.529/01 540 2,12 kg   19.549/01 540 2,12 kg   19.569/01 540 2,12 kg
  19.530/01 590 2,40 kg   19.550/01 590 2,40 kg   19.570/01 590 2,40 kg
  19.531/01 690 2,65 kg   19.551/01 690 2,65 kg   19.571/01 690 2,65 kg
  19.532/01 790 2,90 kg   19.552/01 790 2,90 kg   19.572/01 790 2,90 kg
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Filtres Magnétiques speciFication oF your need

Characteristics of the contaminated product:

 Product:

 Density:

 Particle size:

 Particle shape:

 Flow:

 Grading:

 Humidity:

 Temperature :

 Sample :   Yes / No

Characteristics of the pollutant:

 Product:

 Density:

 Particle size:

 Particle shape:

 Flow:

 Humidity:

 Temperature :

 Pollution percentage:

Type of installation :

 Type of conveyor: 

 Width of conveyor / diameter of pipe:

 Width of material flow: 

 Speed: 

 Installation angle: 

 Product flow thickness:

 Belt material: 

 Dimensions/diameter:

 Speed of fall:

 Pressure (if pneumatic transport):

Other details:

 Additionnal information:

Flash this QR code to 

download a PDF version

 of this form.

Art. N° Walls A B C D E F Bars Weight
         

20.280/01 Double 398 282 372 Ø256 146 257 9 41 KG
20.281/01 Double 448 332 422 Ø306 135 261 14 57 KG
20.282/01 Double 466 350 440 Ø324 141 267 19 63 KG
20.283/01 Simple 398 282 372 Ø206 121 232 9 30 KG
20.284/01 Simple 448 332 422 Ø256 120 246 14 42 KG
20.285/01 Simple 466 350 440 Ø306 123 249 19 54 KG
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ZI de Villers - Route d’Hussigny
54920 Villers la Montagne (France)

Phone: +33 (0)3 82 26 06 00
Fax: +33 (0)3 82 26 06 06

info@blsmagnet.com 
www.blsmagnet.com
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